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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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Hard but fun great graphics.. Its my favorite strategy game of all time.. As too often mentioned: The weird camera paths make it
unplayable.
Why can't the camera just lock on the plane?!
It even sometimes feels a bit nauseating when the camera "loses tracking" and everything moves in an unexpected way.
Flying (""""landing"""") the barely controllable arcade planes is no fun at all.
I got the game for free since I bought Final Approach (which is A LOT better). If I had bought it for the asked price of
23\u20ac o_O, I'd just ask for a refund.

This whole thing has just quickly been made to serve the Rift users with their Xbox controllers...

Had the game installed for a while now, but never launched it, I knew from the beginning I wasn't going to like it...

I wonder if mouse&keyboard is possible, perhaps going to try it one day.. I really enjoyed Varenje Chapter 1. It features the
things that I enjoy about hidden object games, without the aspects that I find annoying, such as replaying the same room over
and over, simply trying to beat a time. Instead, new items are revealed as you work your way through, so sometimes you have to
go forward to work back. The illustrations are charming, and the puzzles are interesting. I"m looking forward to Chapter 2..
Seems like an OK start for a hobbyist. Press the side buttons to reload; in the tutorial it doesn't mention this. The setting up of
barricades isn't easy, health bars should added to enemies and you should be able to take all 3 of the weapons instead of picking
two, since the enemy snipers have a TON of health apparently.. I nominated this game for an award.. This is a nice route, gives
you that Florida feeling. The CSX C40-8W's as we all know should have a different horn and bell with it. But other than that it's
pretty cool.. Its been around for a while.. But its still an awesome game.. it's just♥♥♥♥♥. Dev Guy is a short game about a
developer who lost his game and now has to quickly come up with another. It is quite fun and I enjoyed the humour throughout
the game

Pros:
-Short, yet just long enough to enjoy it
-Minigames inside the game
-Free and easy achievements
-Humour is good. I had a few laughs throughout this

Cons:
-Graphics are a little boring
-Sounds can work on your nerves

Overall, this game is short enough to be enjoyed and savoured. Worth a try
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I honestly love this game (AT ITS BASE LEVEL) more than Onward or Pavlov. Just has a sense of polish that the other ones
don't have. That might change at any time, of course. The player base is not super active however. Your mileage may vary.. If
only it was this simple.
\/decrypt Microsoft.com
\/crack Microsoft.com
\/connect Microsoft.com
\/delete Xbox
\/logout

still , quite enjoyable.
. The game story is amazing and so are the ideas and concepts but the actual gameplay is so violently difficult. You die
constantly and it's kinda a cycle of yelling in frustration and then dying. The movement mechanics are kinda bad and so are the
casting mechanics. When you cast a spell or move a pattern, it SOMETIMES works. It's just kinda poor and honestly very anger
inducing. I would rate it higher, but they NEED to fix these mechanics. It just makes the fighting scenes so hard to play. Like
out of 5 starts, 3.8 or so. Maybe 3.5, once the mechanics are easier to deal with, the game will be 5/5.. This Game Is A
Masterpiece, I have just recently competed this game and I'm so sad that it's over. To anyone deciding whether to buy this game
or not take it from me and buy it as soon as you can. simply Outstanding.. Half-Life: Opposing Force is basicly about one of the
grunts who were sent to the clean up project and he is imediatly thrown into the horrors of Black Mesa. but its got abit of stuff
you are kinda misslead by. for example: he dosen't have to kill everyone. infact, he sorta needs them. its got good story and
enviroment. speaking of which, you learn more stuff they were working on. its cool. and its only $4.99! buy it and its sure to
meet your entertainment needs. it wont let you down sir or madam!. stay away from this game. i have an i75820k, 32 gigs of
ddr4 and a gtx 1080, all hardware thats pretty new and compatiblle with everything. I rarely have issues that cant be fixed...

This game though..is broken. FIrst I couldnt get it to launch even after doing everything the dev said and some other stuff. The
games icon would pop up then close.

I bought the DLC at the same time like a fool because it has VR mode. That wouldnt launch either until today but it took some
trickery to actually launch it.

Once I got in the main menu was all messed up and made no sense. Nothing seemed to work. I clicked settings and i got a bunch
of blurry boxes...uhm ok.

Finally i managed to stumble into the actual game and just the first few min was enough to know its a subpar game. Visually
boring with mediocore audio all around and the gameplay was tedious and just bad

This is a genre I LOVE. I will put up with alot of issues for a game in the genre but this game is just busted, You might get it to
run but you wont want to.
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